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Abstract
Equations for the mean and the turbulent quantities for compressible turbulent
flows axe derived in this report. Both the conventional Reynolds average and the
mass-weighted, Favre average were employed to decompose tile flow variable into a
mean and a turbulent quantity. These equations are to be used later in developing
second-order Reynolds stress models for high-speed compressible flows. A few recent
advances in modeling some of the terms in the equations due to compressibility
effects are also summarized.
1. Introduction
This report describesthe progressthat wasmade during the first phaseof an
effort to developnew second-orderclosuremodels for compressibleturbulence.
Compressibleturbulence modeling is an essentialelement of many problems
of practical interest, suchas external aerodynamiccalculations, the designof en-
gine components and noise reduction. Initially, basedon Morkovin's hypothesis
(1964), the direct extension of incompressiblemodelswere used in the calculation
of turbulent flows at moderate Mach numbers. This practice has enjwed a con-
siderable successin the calculations of wall shear layers in the past. However, it
failed to predict adequatel5-the reducedgrowth rate of high speedshearlayers, in
which the compressibility effectsare more prominent. As a result, assuming that
the turbulent fluctuations undergo thermodynanfic processessuchas isentropic or
isothermal processes,Oh (1974), Rubesin (1976) and Vandromme (1983), among
others, addedcompressibility correctionsto the baselineincompressiblemodelsand
produced mixed levels of success.
However,with the recent interest and needto develophigh-speedflight tech-
nologies,models that predict correctly the dynamicsof complexcompressibleturbu-
lent flows areneededto measureup to the advancesin other areassuchas CFD and
aerothermodynamics. To this end, the present task exploressecond-ordermodels
with anexplicit accountof compressibilityeffects. With this in mind, wefirst derive
the equations for the mean flow and turbulent quantities within the framework of
second-ordermodelingby usingtwo basicapproaches,i.e., the Reynoldsaverageand
the Favre average. Theseequations and somerelated matters that were observed
along the way aredescribedin this report. Two recently proposedargumentsabout
the influence of compressibility are also described. These include the concept of
dilatation dissipation and the description of the changesof turbulence structures by
flow instabilities. It is concludedthat the instability wavedescription of turbulent
large structures complements the second-ordermodeling methods and, together,
the two approachesmay be able to satisfy a broad range of needsin engineering
calculations involving compressibleturbulent flows.
2. Basic Compressible Equations
The equations that govern the flows of compressible fluids are the Navier-Stokes
equations. The equations are
Equation of conservation of mass
P,t + (ptti),i = 0
Equations of conservation of momentum
(1)
(pui),t -1- (puittj),j = O'ij,j (2)
Equation of conservation of energy: in total energy
or
Equation of state
where
E=
¢rij = -p 6ij
(pE),t + (pEui),i = (oijuj),i - qi,i
(pH),t + (pHui),i = p,t + (rijuj),i - qi,i
p = pRT
1 1
e + -_uiui , H = e + P--+ :. uiui , e = C,, T
z& P Z
1
-_- rij , 7"ij = 2#sij- #*Uk,k_ij , 8ij = -_(Ui, j -_-Uj, i),
2
P* --- "_ #-- _bulk , qi = -- k T,i
(3)
(4)
(5)
With the expressions for the transport coefficients {# , #* , k} obtained experi-
mentally, the above equations form a closed system with appropriate boundary and
initial conditions. Note that according to the second law of thermodynamics, the
transport coefficients have to be greater than zero.
3. Equations for Compressible Turbulent Flows
Statistically, the random fluctuation of flow properties in turbulent flows can
be decomposed into an average value and a fluctuation. Two commonly used aver-
aging techniques are the conventional and mass-weighted averages, which are often
referred to as the Reynolds average and the Favre average, respectively. In the
Reynolds average, the flow property, ¢,
¢, and a fluctuation, ¢", i.e.,
is decomposed into a ensemble mean value,
p = _ + p"
H
ui = _i + u i
p = _ + p"
T = T + T"
E = _ + E"
H = H + H"
_ = _+_" , #* = _+J'
Cv = + c;' , G =-G + c'; (6)
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A Favre-averaged or mass-weighted-averaged mean vMue, ¢ is defined as
= (7)
A mixed average that uses the Reynolds average for the density, pressure, transport
coefficients and specific heats and Favre average for the other quantities is often ap-
plied in dealing with compressible turbulence. Flow properties can then be written
as
p = -p + p"
i
ui = ui + ui
p = p + p"
T=T+T'
E=E+E'
H = __ + H'
# = # + #" #* #* + #
cv =cv +c" , cp = G+ c;' (8)
0 '--u i = , u i # 0
_ = 0ui , ui # 0
Note that both decompositions axe defined in term of the ensemble average and
(9)
(10)
This is one of the most important differences between the Reynolds and the Favre
averages. The relations between these two averages axe
7- ¢ = ¢' - ¢" = ¢--7 = _ p,,_/-fi = _ p,,f,,/-fi (11)
3.1 Mean Flow Equations
3.1.1 Reynolds-averaged Equations
The Reynolds-averaged mean equation for the conservation of mass can be
obtained by taking the Reynolds average of the instantaneous equation of the con-
servation of mass. The mean equations for the conservation of momentum and
energy can be obtained by the same procedure.
Mean Continuity
P,t + (-fi _i + ,-'V'u'r_i/,/ = 0 (12)
4
Mean Momentum
{'_II_ fl'_ ^ll_ lt_ -- I-- l! If .It. If. fl
p Ui,t '_ kl" ui},t + (-fi_j + p uj) Ui, j + [pu iuj -_l j u. iuj +_jpUu_t),j
- -- ,,*",," )_j + 2(-_j +,,""
- {-(_+ _*_k,k +. _k,k _ _o)},J
Mean Energy
or
where
(-fiE + p"E"),, + (-fiE---'_i+- "'"' _ip"E" " ''° "pE ,q + + E p"u 7 + p E "i ),i
= { -(_7+_i +-"_ " _u" u" _.,,*"u" .*"u"ij ui _Jr_-_k,k gi q- I_ k,k i q- tt _ k,k nt- gk,k t-" i
,,.,',,u ,,u" I _SijUj -{- 3P ij-it-""3t _ uj -_- ) },i-_ _ _k,k'_i l -_- 2 (-_ SijU j +-- It tl -_." 'tst' Z.." tl. It .,,. tt_ttI_ uj _ij
and
(-_H + p"H" - -fi),t + (-_H-ffi + -=r_r,,.t,_,ui" + -ffip"H" + H t'_"u"_ + p'H" u i''),;
= { - (_ + -_ _k,_ + -_'"_k,k_'"+ _"*"_"_,_+-_k,_*"_" + _"*"""_,k",)
-- tt It 7-[.ttlloll "_../fll_lll iltlsIt , I1\
+ 2(_ 8ijU j -{- _Sijtt j -_ _3t_ oij -_- _t3t_ j "t- r- ijaj) },i
-- (TUT u 1 (.ffig i +- U_ u_
E = Cv T "{- --v-- -]- -_ 'ui'ui)
Equation of State
-- (TuT u :[ (_i_ i + tt It"
= U i Zt i )
(13)
(14)
(15)
-- -fiRT + np"T" (16)
These mean equations may be used to solve for the mean quantities:
{_, _, p, T} (17)
The set of mean flow equations, however, are not closed. Quantities that need to
be known to solve these equations are
_tl^ It '. It_ If DII_ It_ It ,,,tt?dtl . It_tt pUE" Zlt_lzilt[J _i _ Ui'tzj _ r tti_j ' P k,k _ _x oij _ '
Oft _ It #.H,U_I "_ s_.H_tt _.ti_,tt It It It ll.tl fltk,kUi _ t_ _k,k _ I_ _k,kUi , ItjSij , r" _ij
p'T" (7"T" #* -- C_
[II L"U. II
_t_ U i
It It
, # Ul ,
*l uj aij
(18)
3.1.2 Favre-averaged Equations
The equations governing the Favre-averaged mean variables can be obtained
by the same process that was used to derive the Reynolds-averaged mean equations.
Since pet = 0, the density fluctuation does not appear explicitly in the resulting
equations. The equations are listed below.
Mean Continuity
_,, + (_i),_ = o (19)
Mean Momentum
(_i), + (_j + _i_)_ =
," t _*tt t 'l,f u.u _I t{-(P + #-r_k, k + # u_,k + _ k,kJvii + 2(#-_0 + r _ij +-fi sii)},j (20)
Mean Energy
(-fiff,),t + (fiff-,_i + -ZE'u'_ij,i_ = {-(_7 + _i + _u_ + '"'P ui
+ #*----_k,k_+ _'*u ' "' - *" ' *" ' + ,,*"u'u' --- u' +-_ _,,ku_--)k,kt_i Jr- Ui# Uk, k _- Uk,k t1 U i t _. i k,k -_- ]A*ui k,k
+ 2 (-fi_ij_j + #s_iu i + ~ "-' _ • "u' -' -- --
-' ' "_, _,i +" J,""_ +, J_,J + _J_b + _,J"J)}._ (21)
or
(_# - _)., + (_._ + _H"-'_'_
t" i/,*
-- {-- ('qi -_ #*Uk,k_i -]- t_ "k,kt_i "Jr- Ui# k,k "_- _k,k U i 71-/2 UiZtk, k -_- ft*lliUtk,k)
+ 2(_,_+-, , _. ,,-, -,,-, ,,.,- -, --#s,juj + _z _ + s,_z _ + _ ._¢ + _ u_s_ + h-Y_juj) },i (22)
where
- --- __z(---(- C"/'T,) _E = CvT + C"T' + - TC"p" + + (_ + u_u_)
and
_ C"T; 1(_-- ,,_,,m,_ 1
= CpT+_,,_ +_ Tq;p"+C_, _) + _ (_,_i+
Equation of State
= --fiRT
These equations may be used to solve for the mean quantities:
{_, _,_, _}
Not surprisingly, the set of mean flow equations are not closed.
need to be known to solve these equations are
#*" , E'-_u'ltiU j , tt tt"^tlZk,k _ °ij _ 8ij _ t_ i , It i
t!
UiU i)
(23)
(24)
Quantities that
6
_)ll. t I I ,it 1 /.L* II I I--'----7" . II. 1 , flail _1
u i , Uk,kU i , # ?2k, k _ U i _ 8ijU j , t_ uj , _ j'_ij,
C "Tt "_" C" _'T I p*
-v- , Cv_, , ,,, , , _ , Cv (25)
It was shown in this section that, in order to solve the mean flow equations,
the turbulent moments of order up to three must somehow be modeled. The main
objective of this study is to develop rational second-order modeling procedures
for compressible turbulence. The transport equations for the second-order tur-
bulent moments are derived in the following sections. Higher order moments are
represented as functionals of the mean flow and the second-order moments in the
second-order models that will be developed later in the second phase of this project.
3.2 Equations for Turbulent Fluctuations
3.2.1 Reynolds-averaged Equations
The equations for the turbulent fluctuations are needed in the derivation of the
equations for moments of various order. The fluctuating parts of the equations of
conservation of mass, momentum and energy were obtained by subtracting the mean
equations from their corresponding instantaneous equations. The same procedure
is also applicable to the equation of state and the thermodynamic relations.
Fluctuating Continuity
It It fl ^ll,L_tl'_p,, + (_u'_'+p"_+p u_-_ _),i = 0 (26)
Fluctuating Momentum
(prt,tl_t tt. tt - tl - It tt -- /tt tlP _ +P'_i+pui),t + "'' _
- {p(ui uj - "- "_
-- u iuj)'_ Uik D Uj -- p uj)
-- i" If If If II II DII. II. I! -- If -- tl ---- It+ u_p u_ - p"u_') + p u_ u_ - ,_ ,,, ,,./+ _ u_u3 + _ uju_ + u_uip },j
tt If ,,,H ,11 _tl ! ,qr
= {-(P" + #* Uk,k -- _ =k,k + _ _k,k + # -ffk,k)_ij
-t- 2" " " " " -- " "-
_[2 $ij -- # 8ij -_ #Sij _L ]2 8ij}, j
Fluctuating Energy
(27)
(-_E" + -Ep" + p"E" _'E ''_- ' ],t + {_(E"ul' E"" '_ - p"E"u i ) + -ffi(p"E" )
-_, ,, ,, p,,_,) ,,_,,, ,,+ _tp ui . + " " " -/_u_' _-_p"- p _ u i -p E u i +-_-ffiE'+ + },i
---- { -- [ q_'-_- filth' "-F Ptt Ui _1_t9-ttUit, __ ptt tt it' T p± _'*['"'kt_k,k_i" tt -- Uk,k'Ui-tt " "_)'-F Ui(#-- *" ?2ttk,k -- #*" Uttk,k)
-- [ _ql II ,If -- _lt 1 l
-# ui)+# uk,_ui r _,__+#*_,u_,_+_-_,ku_+_ u,uk,_]qL Uk,k_]2 U i ," H -- It _t __ ,,,"utl . H I1
11 __If . II\ -- / ?l If . fl ^tl \ -- / II II . ft. II_
+ 2 [_(s_j - _,_._j) + _u _ - _ _j_ + s_t_ _ - _ =_.
7
or
[_ " . . .._._.
p ujsi./-p, _j_ij
(-_H" + "-Hp" + p"H" - p"H"),t
31_ -._ -- If -- I! -- -- ItttjSij -_- ]28ijtl j -Jr- UjSij[d ]},i (28)
It, II _,
+ {-_(H"u_'- H _i) + gi(p"H" - p"H")
-77, ,, ,, "-"" p"H" " " " " -fi-ffuri' ---"+ atP ui -P _i ) + u i -p H u i +-_ giH" + + uiHp },i
w ,it /._,It_,,{,,tt _,tr . ii . tt'_ t¢ utt= { - IF',',+ ql'+ ,- ,_k,k_, - _,,,-, J+ _,(. _k,_- .,_,
-- l .It l[ .l{-ll _glt It l! jtatt,utl _ It 7_'W._,f/ ,-'_'W7, It ,tl___+Uk,kt/_ ui --# ui)+# Uk,kUi --_ k,k"i +. _,_k,k +# uk,kui +# UiUk,k]
t II II . ll-ll -- If II II+ _.[_(_i_,,_'- _",j%')+ =_, _,j - _._i_)+_,,.(,",,_-."-"'i_ uj)+t _ ujsij
• """°" - " h-giju_' gg "'"-I _ ujoij + -fiujsij+ + j_ij# Jl,i (29)
Fluctuating Equation of State
p" = R ('fiT" + p"T + p"T" - p"T") (3O)
Fluctuating Thermodynamic Relations
E" "-- C"T" C"T" _ . 1...
= C_ T + C_T" + __ _ - _,,_ + Uitl i + _(tt i tl i -- ui"'u i"x) (31)
1 . If flg" "-- _"T" _ + _u'/ + =(ui ui " ""= C;T + _r" + -,- - -_- - ,_,,,,_ (3_)2"
3.2.2 Favre-averaged Equations
Fluctuating Continuity
p:', + {p"_,
Fluctuating Momentum
+ ('fi+ p")u_},i = 0 (33)
{_._+#'(_+.i)},, + {p'%_j+'-- "" ' ' - ' ' - "- ' - " '-' +(p+_ )_,_.+(_+p )_,_},_(P+P)Uiuj--PUiU j
t /,,_.tlUl -- l .ll= {-IF" + _*"u_,_ - _,_ +-U(u'_,_ _k,k) + U _k,_]_
+ 2 _ " ' ""-' (34)t. _,_-, _ + _(_;_- _) + _"_,_]}_
Fluctuation Energy
{p"E+(-_+p")E'},_ + {p"E_i+('_+p")E'u_-_E'u_+(-_+p")giE'+ (p+p- ")uiE}, i'_
= {-[_(u:-.:)+;'%+; ._-p .i+_(_,k,;,:-u_,_._)+u_(_,* .k,_-_,*'Á." _k,kJ
,,, ,_ ,,, ,_ ,",, _,,,"o,,o,, +7_i(U'k,k_U--W-+ _,k(_ _ _ U,j+_ _k,k . _k k k,k)+W_k,k(u_--_)
+_ u,uk,k] + 2[_(s_uj -- s_juj) + uj_ si_ -- _ _i_) + s_j(_"u_ -- _.'"-'_j)+ #"ujs_j''
LtIIuI _l I
Fluctuating Equation of State
p" = R [d'T + (_ + p")T'] (36)
Fluctuating Thermodynamic
._ _ i . i _ I . . . . I r 1 I i ,'T:._.r"
E' = CvT+C,,T +CvT-CvT-p(TC,,p +Cvp T )+_iuiq--_(uiui-uiui) (37)
H r .- -- , ,, t _ 1 _--'wzrr_. , ,, , _ _ 1 , , _TFZ.,
= C;T+C.T +C;T-C$T-_(TC'_ +C_ T )+_,+_(_,_,-,_,_,)(3S)
3.3 Turbulent Moment Equations
3.3.1 Reynolds-averaged Equations
Since ¢" = 0, the first-order moments of all the Reynolds-averaged
turbulence fluctuations are zero. Equations for the second-order moments:
_- "- " -Z_'u" ^'- " and turbulent kinetic energy, k, are derived below.t_ iuj_ r_ i, t ) t_i
An equation for the total momentum exchanges, puiuj can be derived by multi-
plying the momentum equations in ui by u j, exchanging the indices and adding the
resulting equations together. An equation for p UiU j cal2 be obtained in a similar
way.
(_ _),, + _,(_"_'),, + _ _,,_,,_ -- ,, ,, - ,_ ,,_,,,
71- -- -- ft tt --. -- tt t_ "47.['_" _It,ufl'_ _ [ It..It_,tt "I __ ^I_. It. IIZtj(pzti Um),ra "q- Zt3(Ztmp Zti ),rn JF_,\,_my j ),m q- uikp ujum],,,, q--_j(P Ui Um),m
.... _,._?dtl "_ , ]2"_1Z It "_= -u_p,i - u,p,j - _'_(W _k,k + k,_, -- _._(_-_"_'k,k+ k,_,,
,,"s" _ ,,"s" _ (39)+2_,(hT_m+. jm,,m+2_(_+. _,,m
An equation for _ ""- "ui u j, the turbulent Reynolds stresses, may be obtained by sub-
tracting the equation for p uiuj from the one for puiuj. The resulting equation
is
-- it tt _t. tt_ tl_ ^uUtiT[ _tt tt--pu i uj + + +_" '_i t_j ),t IJ j i,t p u i uj,t
Dr --_i_rn[p/--ullullj m '_ --Umptt_ujt? __ P^ttAuj urn}ll_tt _ .__ --_j,rn[P_iUrn/--t! U ._ _,.',mP^tt'uitt .._ P_tt'UiUmJt!,tr
umu i uj + /"_i _ju,_, -F ump _i '_j + _ '*_ -j .,_),m
^ It_ll . ll_ll __ ulI[_._ tl ,tt-- ts,tt tl -_
= -- ujP,i--uiP,j j\l _ Uk,k_-P tlk,k 3LI _ k,k],i
It _,.Ull ._r_ ..H / I ._ .
- ui (# k,k + # uk,k + _ '_k,kJ,_
It -- It iiii _ll "_ ^ II/'.--:'_II l.Lit _I!
+ 2 {Uj(#Sir n + #'t_im +t_ _irn),m + ui _j,_ +#"-gjm + r _j,_),m} (40)
The continuity equation and the following relations have been used in the process
a (bc),m + b (ac),m =- (abc),m + b a c,m (41)
a (bcd),m + b (acd),m = (abcd),,, + b a (cd),m (42)
An equation for the turbulent kinetic energy k can be obtained by letting / = j
in the equation for -:pui'"uj."
(_k + p"k),t + p"u_%,,
•-_. II_ If _T. ^ll_ II ^ll_ I1_ II'X'_7 ^11^ IlL _,+ (_'-_.j + _i_'., + _, ._ .j j-_,,j + (-__j-Z+ -_u_'_+ _j-_-E+ _,._ ,_,_
__ .11_11 ,_tll t'_tll ,tl--
-- --ui P, i -- "_i kP "_k,k _ I2 Uk,k -4- t*"*"Uttk,k},i _
#"Su+ 2 ,_'(-_'_ + #'% + u_,s
It. II
(43)
An equation for " " " andp u i can be derived by manipulating the equations for u i
p". An equation for p" can be obtained from the continuity equation. It is
" "- " _"_ = 0 (44)ffft + ujp,j --[- ujp,j + puj,j -[- 3,3
IIAn equation for u i can be obtained from the momentum equations. Note that
1 1 1 1 1 p" -_-'P' 1 p,, _P"2))
_+_,, _(_+_,,) = -(_---+( )_+ ...) ___ _ + o((
P P
(45)
l0
1
Tiffs linearized form for 7 is used here to simplify the equation. With this simplifi-
" becomescation, the equation for ui
H -- l! II--
Ui, t _- UjUi, j + Ujiti,j
ptl [2""
_2 {-(P + P" + I_*_k,k+ _k,k + # uk,k + # uk,k)5,j
-- -- II 11 If
+ 2(g sij + #"gij + _8ij _- # 8ij)},j (46)
The equation for _"" " "t-' "i can be obtained by multiplying the equation for p" by u i
and the equation for u_' by p" and summing up the two. The resulting equation is
(_"" "_ K (p"u "_ -"u"-- p"u"K (p"u"u'3 - "- "= - u .I-" ui ),t 4- j i ],J -_ P j Ui,j -4- i j,j -_- i j/,J -_ _-u i ujp,j ptt i ttj,j
pl?
k,_lt I ,tt -- #,tt It . .{(P" +# k,k+# uk,k + Uk,k)5.
-- II . It _ll
-2 (us_¢ + #"_j + t_ _,j)},¢
II
_'*U't[l k,k _*"--ttk, k #," ttk, ktt)Sij
_ (_L)2 { (_ + p,, + _-_k,k + + +
If
+ 2 (-fi sij + #,sij + #"_ij + # _ij) },J + O(( )3) (47)
/-.
The linear approximation was used in Shih et al. (1987) in modeling a variable-
density mixing layer and may be applicable in the modeling of compressible turbu-
lence as well.
-- II- II
One form of the transport equation for -gE"u"
- i can be obtained by tracking
the following steps: (1) Derive the pEui equation by multiplying the momentum
equations by E and the energy equation by Hi and summing up the two resulting
equations_ (2) Derive the _r Ki equations by the same procedure (3) Subtract the
_E ui equation from the pEui equation. The resulting equations are
-- ll. II ,all ]_"_ll_ ll'_ It It(pE _i + + + p"E"Ki,tv _' '_i Lt p u i E,t
I1
+ ( -fiE"'t,j" + _jp"E" + _,_,,j_"_"_'") -uij
7.* II ,it _ ,tl II \ .
= - E"(p" + # Uk, k + p Uk,k -[- _ ttk,k),3
-- ll/--ll -- I , flull "_
-- Ujtt i t,p + _Uk, k -_- #tt_k,k + tz k,kJ,J
. it. tl/-_ plt _.Ull .,__ ,,._t ,ff _ .
- u iu_,+ +-_k,k+_ k,k+# Uk,k+. _k,k/,J
-- _ Ill--If _t*_ll ,It-- ,t,;t tlt
- uj,jui_l J +_ k,k+# Uk,k+_ _k,k/
j j,j(v -1-p" + I_*_k,k + # uk,k + _k,k + Uk,k)
tl -- II -- It- .--_II . II • If"_ . It llfl'_'. ^If • II_ It _fl
+ 2 [u i (#siju i + + #"_ij_i + + ++ ]'tSijUi tz_ijui t z _ijui _ _z_ij t z t_i _ij),J
,,,, _,, _ 1 -" - " (48)+ E" (_s_ + _"_ij + _ iJ,iJ - _j,j_i
3.3.2 Favre-averaged Equations
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In order to close the Favre-averaged mean equations, the quantity u i has to be
1knowrt. Art equation for u i can be obtained by taking the Reynolds average of the
r The Favre-averaged mean momentum equations can be written as,equation for ui.
by using the Favre-averaged mean continuity equation,
i
11.11 _r t+ _(-_3 + r _j + -__) - -_.:_),j (49)
An equation for u_ can be obtained by subtracting this equation from the total
momentum equations. The equation for u_ becomes
-- _ -- _ ~ I I
Uti,t + UjUti,j -_- UIjUi,j + ?ZjUi, j
= 1{_(_ + p,, + _-_,,_ + ._,.u,_,_+#*"_,k+_*" u_,_)o_j_'"_
P
2
+ -(-_,_ +-, ,,,,_,
_Sij + #tt"Sij + r- "ij ),J
P
,tt I It II --
- u_uj},_ (50)
P
Since,
"U_ -'- tl_ If- _ _ / -_ (51)
!
an equation for u i can be converted to an equation for the mass flux _"- "p a i •
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Similarly, an equation for E' can be obtained from the mean continuity, mean
energy and the total energy equations. The resulting equation is
_, + _jFj + _,_ + u_E's
1
P
" _,,ul It*"
-- --{qj + qj + (P + P" +-_uk,k +. k,k + U_k,k)3iJ},j
31- (-_ij -Jr- #Sij '[- #ttsij q- _ _ij),J
1
+ - {_y + (_, + Pu_ + p""._
P
+ #*uk,kui +-_k,ku_ + _ Uk,kui + ,,*u' ° 't_ k,k_i
,tt ? _ #.tt I I
-]- #*"Uk,kU_ -4- _ Uk,kUi "-[- Uk,kUi)_ij
averaged second-order moments.
will be given.
- 2 (_ _ + _ + _s_jz_ +-'v%_' + .,,_j.,-' + _,, %_,- + v,,%_j,-,.
_ _E_},j (52)
t E' does not appear explicitly in the Favre-averaged meanNote that, unlike ui,
energy equation. However, this equation can be converted easily to an equation for
p"E" which appears in the Reynolds-averaged mean equations.
The equations for the Favre-averaged second-order moments can be obtained
through the same process used in the derivation of the corresponding Reynolds-a
Therefore, only the final form of the equations
(P/I_U_),t + (pU'mU_/Z 3
i.
pUi?Zjltm),rn q- p(ltilZmtt3,rn --[- U;tttrnUi,m)
p.'_u I ]= -[(_ + p")_],_ - [(_ + , .,j + 2(_ + p-,,')_,j'
l ,- _ #,- UI
- u_(_k,k +/_ Uk,_+ I_ u_,k+ _,_),i
-- $1f N $II I \
- u_(-_,k + p*u'_,k+ # uk,_+ # Uk,k),_
+ _ {u_(_,,,, + _:,,, + #"_m +., _._),m
-- I _ • II _I
-_- tt:(-_jm -_ #$jrn -[- #ttSjm "4- t x _jm),m)
(_),, + (z_fi),, + z_i_--_,,,+ (_-_),_
U t= - [(_+ p") _],_+ (_ + p,,)u'i,i
(53)
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I _.,U t ,tl _ ,it !
-- tti(-_'_k,k -t- I_ k,k -1- # Uk,k "-[- # ttk,k),i
+ 2 _(-_j + -Z_b+ _";_ + #" _'• ij/,J
-- t !
(pE ui),t + (-_-uiE' 'ui+-pE' ' 'uiuj),j+ -_u_u_E,j - -fiE'u'j_i,j
_.,u I #," #,"= - E'{(_ + p" + _-*'_k,k+ k,k + _k,_ + _k,k)_j
-- f II_
+ 2(V_i_+ _j + _ s,_ + _,%)),j
-- ttj,jU_(fi Jr- jOtt -t- -_Uk,k qt_ #*tttk,k _[_ _*"Uk,k n t- # 71k,k )
__ -flu I #,,, #,',
! I - pt! "-i'/Zt ,- _ ,it
-- ttj,jtti(P n t- -}- -'_k,k + # k,k AV [2 Ilk, k -Jff _ ilk,k)
- u_u_(p +p" +-_k,k + _ k,k + _ Uk,k + # uk,k),_
(54)
+ 2 _(_ +V_,j_ +g_b_ +- ' ' - ' -"" - ."" -"#Sijtti na #tt'_ij_i -}- #ttSijtti -]- tx aijtii -Jc I_ aijui),j
- q_,j_ - q"_,_' (55)
Equations for the third-order moments can be similarly derived, if need arises, and
may provide some insights into the physical mechanisms involved. In the mean
time, however, we derive moment equations only up to the second order.
3.4 Simplified Equations
Equations for the mean flow and the second-order moments in Reynolds or
Favre decompositions derived above are rather complicated compared to their in-
compressible counterparts. -These equations can be greatly simplified by assuming
that the correlations of the transport coefficient fluctuations, #" and #*", and ther-
modynamic coefficients, C; _ and C_', with other turbulent fluctuations are negligible.
That is,
#"¢" #*" ¢" " " C"_"
155 << 1 #*¢ << 1 Cv¢ -_"
' --- ' C,¢ << 1 , C_¢ << 1 (56)
The resulting simplified equations for the mean flow and turbulence moments are
given below.
3.4.1 Reynolds-averaged Equations
The Reynolds-averaged mean flow equations, the turbulent kinetic energy equa-
tion and the Reynolds-stress equations become
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Mean Continuity
Mean Momentum
^u U 17\P,t + (_'i+t, i),i = 0 (57)
("fi _i,t ql_ _lt_ It'_ _11_ipttUtj =. It_ II OtlUtt. tl _ .pllttlt_t-" _i j,t + (-_ uiuj + t-"_i '_j + ,- --i _'j + j i J,J
= {-_j + T_j},j
Mean Energy
where
and
_"E ''_ (-fiEui =_"" " ^"E"u "_(-fie + I-' ),t + + _r_ u i + uip'E" + E ^'- "tj ui -_P i},i
- {-(_7 + _ _ + "- "' -"-" },i
-- p u i) -_- rij Uj qL viju j
_- It i U i )_E C_T + _(_iih+ 'j ""
-- . . _ #"'_u u _..Vii ---- 2 -_ Sij -- -_ gk,k(_ij, Tij = 2 -_ 8ij k,k '.1
Equation of State
= -fiRT + Rp"T"
(58)
(59)
(60)
where
- " " UmU iuj),m+t_, i_jl,¢ + r jui,t + v _iuJ,t(p_,_,_),, + (-_- ',. r,,J,u,,°,,_ .,,,,_, - .,,,.,,,=
R
= + + + (61)
pR = _ {,- ,,_,, _ _"" " p"uyu_)-[pUj u m -t- mP uj -t- Ui,m
+ /"a'_. II_ It _ ,,all_ If Hull fl --
T .R. _ -Bu%tun, -- _,_ u. u o'u'u'u" "- "_ -'- "_.
,3m -- --{ r-i-j-m "1- ttrnl_ t'it* j "-_ c -i-j-m 71- -}-p t_jUim p u i O3m
It It _If - I!
-- rimU j -- _,jm.Ui }
II_ 2 -" _''
_--- P _ij%1
--fl . fl --If - II£ -- _ vimuj, m -- "Jjm'(_i,m
15
k
i
(_k),, + (_jk),j + (p"k),, + _"'"- pn n cne i ui,, = + T_5 + II + (62)
where
pR = ( __ "-_ .tLtt _ It Ifpaiaj -- ujp U i -- r-oll_ll_--i I£jl! ) --Ui,j
It It It- It£ --fl- ItT_ = -(-fluNk + _jp"k + p ujk + p _zi Oij "tij'a i )
IX R _-dt Utt
l-" k,k
eR -...
= -- Tijui, j
The mean flow is described by the following quantities :
{_, _i, P , T} (63)
Quantities that need to be known to solve these equations are
p"u_ I " " "" _"u"" " p"E" Elf. ,, 1, " "" v'" ", u iaj , IJ iuj , , u i _ p E a i , _ u i ,
"" -" 2"-" , p"T" #*
"Uk,kai , "aj_ij , , #, C,, (64)
3.4.2 Favre-averaged Equations
The simplified equations for Favre-averaged quantities are
Mean Continuit_r
_,, + (_i),i = 0 (65)
Mean Momentum
-- I I _ _ TI .(pud,t + (-_j +p_),j {-_j + r_j + i_},_ (66)
Mean Energy
(_),, + (_, + _E'_ ),_
{_(_; + _, + _ + _,,. ,, _fi_ - _.-7 , ,P ui) + 7"ijUj + + 7"ijUj += rijuj },i (67)
where
and
= -- _lk, k
15
Equation of State
where
= _nf (6s)
pF _
13 __( t t _. t t N.
-- UiUmU3, m -_- UjUmU_, m )
F -- PUiUjU m + p ujoi m + -u-tc t ¢ t tTijm __ __ {- , , , _,. r c P uiOjm -- rimU j -- r)mU i }
H E = 2-"_'
P aij6.]
_.f _ __ T t UI I t
im j,m -- r)m Ui,mI,I
I
(-fik),t + (-fi uj'k),j = pF + T F. HE eF -- -..._.-7 (70)j,_ + + -- _,iU_ + r, aju i
where
pF = _ -fi UiUj Ui,J
T; = - {-_;k + ,,-, , ,p uj -- TijU i }
I-I F = puUt i,i
Since,
£F t t
= -- _jui, j
¢"¢' = ¢"¢'_ (11)
n,_ = n,] a_d n _ = n" (71)
i.e. the pressure-strain terms in the Reynolds and Favre averages are identical.
Moreover, if the viscous stress tensors are expressed in the form of Reynolds-
averaged rates of deformation tensors, the following expressions can be derived
e_ = e/_ and ey = e R (72)
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These equations may be used to solve for the mean quantities:
T}
The unknowns are
UiUj , , Ui ,
f¢_ t I I I I #,t,P ui , ttk,kZt i _ 8ijUj , , # , Cv
(73)
(74)
4. Some Observations
The equations governing the mean motions of compressible turbulent flows
have been derived. The mean motions were defined in two ways. Firstly, the mean
is taken as the ensemble-averaged mean of instantaneous quantities. The mean
motions axe thus described by the mean density, velocity, temperature, etc. This
is also called Reynolds average or Reynolds decomposition. The second averaging
method, Favre-averaging, is a mass-weighted average. The mean flow is described
by the mass-weighted quantities. Regardless of the decomposition that was used,
quite a few correlations or moments of turbulent fluctuations have to be known to
close the equations governing the mean flow.
Due to the nonlinear terms in the Navier-Stokes equations, such as the con-
vective terms in the momentum equations and the surface-force work terms in the
energy equation, an equation for an nth-order moment always contains correlations
of order higher than n. All these terms in the turbulent moment equations have to
be modeled so that the mean flow and the turbulence equations form a closed system
with appropriate boundary and/or initial conditions. Second-order modeling efforts
involve solutions of the mean flow and the second order correlations that appear
in the mean equations through rational modeling techniques. In the following, the
equations for compressible turbulent flows obtained by using the Reynolds average
and the Favre average will be examined.
It should be noted that the form of the Reynolds-averaged turbulent mean flow
equations is not the same as that of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. The
equations for the turbulent mean flow contain additional turbulent correlations due
to the turbulent density fluctuation such as p'¢" and " " " and the turbulent
fluctuation of transport coeffcients such as p*" uk, k" and ru*"St/-,3. As was mentioned
earlier, the correlations of the fluctuating transport coefficients may be negligible
in most problems. This, however, is not necessarily the case for the correlations
_'l t?
of the density fluctuation. Density fluctuation terms such as p u i and pE" "u i"" in
the Reynolds-averaged mean equations may be important and have to be modeled,
Varma et al. (1974). Since these moments of density fluctuation do not appear in
the equations for incompressible turbulence, there axe no incompressible baseline
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models that modeling of these terms can be built upon. Therefore, the Reynolds-
averaged equations are seldom used in the cMculations of compressible turbulent
_OVVS.
Two procedures that can be used to obtain transport equations for the density
correlation terms were proposed in the previous sections. These equations may be
used to develop modeled transport equations for these moments of density fluctu-
ation. Note that the average turbulent mass flux p"u_' are different from the mass
flux fluctuation, (pui)n, since
= + + p".'; - (75)
On the other hand, Favre averaging eliminates moments of the density fluc-
tuation and the resulting equations bear much more resemblance to those in in-
compressible flows. This is attributable to the use of mass-weighted quantities : q_,
since
p¢' = 0 where = - (11)
In light of this analogy and Morkovin's hypothesis that the turbulence structure is
unaffected by compressibility as long as the fluctuation Math number is much less
than unity, there was common optimism for the extension of incompressible models
to high Math number flows. This practice has enjoyed a considerable success in
the calculations of wall shear layers in the past. The success, however, was not
shared by the predictions of high speed free shear layers, even when the conditions
satisfied Morkovin's hypothesis. The extension wouht also fail in the presence of
shock waves and expansion fans where the dilatation is large. One prominent fea-
ture that extension models fail to predict is the reduction of the growth rate of
compressible free mixing layers as the Math number increases. Oh (1974) consid-
ered the pressure dilatation terms in the turbulent kinetic energy equation. These
terms were modeled using an eddy shock Wave hypothesis. Oh argued that the
convecting turbulence structures in free shear flows provide the key mechanism to
produce pressure-dilatation and predicted the reduced growth rate of high speed
mixing layers.
The Favre-averaged mean equations can be reduced to a form similar to that
of the Navier-Stokes equations in Favre-averaged mean quantities. With an eddy-
viscosity type of model, an operational compressible Navier-Stokes soh;er can then
be extended to include "turbulence" by simply (1) neglecting ui, k,kandsij and (2)
replacing the molecular viscosity by an equivalent turbulent eddy viscosity without
modifying the main structure of the codes. This is generally the case in the imple-
mentation of eddy-viscosity turbulence models to existing CFD codes. It should be
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remembered,however, that the solutions thus obtained are mass-averagedquanti-
ties, rather than ensemble-averagedones,since
7 ¢--7 P"¢''
- = - _ (11)
P
/t f! OflUft
-- ,"-"_t ,, u = oUu,,, u P ui r j
PUiUj -P r- --i aj-- Ui Uj -- (76)
The differences between Reynolds- and Favre-averaged turbulent quantities may be
less than 10% for low supersonic flows. Nevertheless, it may not be negligible for
flows of higher speed, say for M >> 5. Therefore, it is essential to be consistent not
only in the equations that are used but also in the comparison of results. For in-
stance, Favre-averaged turbulence equations must be used with the Favre-averaged
mean equations and the solutions be converted to Reynolds-averaged quantities to
compare with ensemble averaged experimental data.
m
Note that Ct _ 0 and the Favre-decomposition looses its advantage over the
Reynolds-decomposition in cases in which density does not appear, for instance,
the surface force terms in the mean momentum and energy equations. There are
a variety of ways to handle these moments. Rubesin (1990), Vandromme et al.
_-- t terms(1983), Speziale et al. (1991), among others, simply neglected Sij and uk, k
in the mean momentum equations. That is,
_ij = 2#ffij - _-z fik,k_ii (77)
Sarkar and Balakrishnan (1990), instead, use Reynolds decomposed velocity in the
constitutive relation
_ij = 2#Sij - -fi-; _k,k'_ii (78)
In this case, a model is needed to convert Favre-decomposed velocity to Reynolds-
decomposed velocity, since
It flP ui
_i - fii = -- (79)
The surface force terms in the mean__ energy equ__.ation can be similarly simplified.
, i r terms in the equation can sim-Rubesin (1990) argued that the Si.i,uk, k and u i
ply be omitted as in the mean momentum equations. Sarkar and Balakrishnan
(1990) used Reynolds-decomposition in all the surface-force work terms. Speziale
and Sarkar (1991) used Reynolds-averaged velocity in the shear stress and Favre-
averaged quantities otherwise. All but Rubesin's (1990) proposals used a model for
2O
m' Sarkar and Balakrishnan (1990) and Speziale and Sazkar (1990) used a gradienttt i •
transport expansions, i.e.,
ll_ II
_-:7 P =i
ui - "4 " (80)
A more refined analysis can be found in Taulbee (1991), in which a modeled trans-
!port equation was used for the mass flux, u i.
Note that there has been a lack of consensus in the identification of the com-
pressibility effects on turbulence, quite aside from the modeling of compressible
turbulent flows. For example, Nichols (1990) and Grasso and Speziale (1989) calcu-
lated separated flows and considered the effects of compressibility in the turbulent
kinetic energy equation. They chose completely different terms in the equation
to represent the dominant effects of compressibility. Nichols (1990) argued that
the "turbulent velocity-density dissipation" terms, 9_ ^,- "
-v, ip uj _ij, are the most sig-
nificant terms; Grasso and Speziale (1989), on the other hand, proposed that the
Ou"
pressure-dilatation terms, ,¢' __a_ and the product of the pressure-gradient and mass
t" O_j '
IIulI
fluctuations, _ 0__ play a strong role in high speed flows with adverse pressureOzj '
gradients and could not be disregarded. Both Grasso and Speziale (1989) and
Nichols (1990) used a 1D isentropic approximation to model the relations between
the density and velocity fluctuations. Nichols (1990) applied his model to a vari-
ety of flows, which included a supersonic compression ramp flow similar to that in
Grasso and Speziale (1989). For the compressible ramp flow, both models obtained
some degree of sucess in the prediction of the skin friction coefficients and it is
difficult to identify the dominant compressibility effects.
5. Recent Advances
Recently a rather new concept called dilatational dissipation was proposed by
Sarkar et al. (1990) and Zeman (1990). For #bulk = 0 and # = constant, the
dissipation rate =
-"" " (81)e = r_ijUi, j
can be represented by
fie #( ,, , 4 g.,,, _2
=- + ) = e, + (82)
where wi is the vorticity vector and es and ec denote the solenoidal and the dilata-
tional part of the turbulent dissipation. The newly identified dilatational dissipation
term accounts for the viscous dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy due to volume
fluctuations. Both Sarkar et al. (1990) and Zeman (1990) argued that, the solenoidal
part of the dissipation assumed its standard form as in incompressible cases and
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that the dilatational dissipation was proportional to the square of the Mach number.
Zeman's (1990) analysis was based on the existence of turbulent eddy shocklets in
high speed mixing layers. On the other hand, Sarkar et al. (1990) used an asymp-
totic analysis. Model predictions from both work were very encouraging in the
prediction of the reduced growth rates of compressible mixing layers as a function
of the convective Mach number. Dilatational dissipation appears to be among the
direct consequency of compressibility effects and has to be properly accounted for
in modeling compressible turbulence.
Sarkar etal. (1990) indicated that es is rather insensitive to the change of
compressible indicators in moderate Mach number turbulence and modeled e, using
a traditional incompressible form. For other cases such as for flows of higher Mach
number a refined model may be needed. An equation of Cs (- _w_'w_') can be
obtained by subtracting the equation for wiwi from the wiwi equation. The resulting
equation is
- " - 2_- " "es,t nt- UjEs,j = -(Uygs),j - _sUj,j ¢oiw i uj,j
11 II--
- 2#ujw iwi,j
where
-- I1 I! -- !l II--
2#w i wj Ui,j z.pa¢ i Cdj U i, j+ 2-_WjW i Ui, j + -- 2esgj,j + "-- " " "
r!t _!t !! rr!! o!!" T" S,k + T,j q-+ 4 -fi { rkj ,j kj_,,k rkjl,jD, k
,.ill7,1t .
1 . ,, - _'_kp,pj -- 1 t! !! !!+ rkjrkp,pj-- . . -- _ "ffrkjp Tkp,pj
p. p"
I! -,1! { h --It
_ - }+( ),J*i kp,p (83)
1
rki = ( uk,j -- u ,k)
and S denotes entropy. The approximation (45) was aIso invoked. The equation
suggests that the dynamics of e_ in compressible turbulence may be very different
from that of the turbulent _tissipation rate in incompressible turbulence. The equa-
tion also indicates that in compressible turbulence, the effects of the thermodynamic
states of the flow system may be important to the evolution of e_.
Another school of though on compressibility effects focuses on the changes of
turbulence structures at high Mach numbers. It was proposed that turbulent ener-
getics evolve with preferred modes of perturbations as the Mach number, or com-
pressibility effects, increases. These energetic turbulent structures were interpreted
as physical manifestation of evolving instability. The selective amplifying effects of
compressibility were mentioned in Sandham and Reynolds (1987), Ragab and Wu
(1989), Lele (1989) and Morkovin (1990). Due to the communicability problem be-
tween interacting elements in supersonic flows, structures that are highly efficient in
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extracting energy from the mean flow at low Mach numbers no longer prevailas the
Mach number increases.They are replaced by structuresassociated with the modes
generated by compressibilityeffects.Therefore, the quasi-2D vorticalstructures in
low speed mixing layersmay be more susceptibleto the communicability problem
than the highly 3D structures in bounded shear flows. Linear stabilityanalysis
also shows that for even higher Me, the amplified modes travelsupersonically and
obliquely and thus may generate only limited mixing. Morris et al (1990) applied
linearanalysis and predicted quantitativelythe reduced growth of supersonic free
mixing layerswithout any adjustment of operating conditions. Liou (1990) devel-
oped three closure models to predict the evolution of incompressible mixing layers
at the large scaleusing a weakley nonlinear theory. The models predicted the mean
flow fieldas well as the unsteady large-scaleturbulent motions. This approach
is rather unique and appears to be very promising in predicting the unsteadiness
of turbulent structures. Note that a reasonable modeling of the unsteadiness and
spatialintermittence of turbulent structuresisessentialin many areas that are re-
lated to high speed turbulent flow calculations. These include, for example, the
predictions of high speed jet noise and chemically reacting flows. Therefore, this
approach appears to be complementary rather than contradictory to the traditional
second-order modeling techniques.
6. Initiative to Develop New Second-Order Compressible Models
To develop second-order models for compressible turbulence, a reasonable first
step is probably to distinguish compressibility terms from incompressible back-
ground. This is what Zeman (1990) and Sarkar et al. (1990) have performed.
The dilatation dissipation they identified appears to be an important mechanism in
compressible turbulence. A successful development of a compressible second-order
model may inevitably invoke techniques and methodologies that were proved useful
in the modeling of incompressible turbulence. The techniques and methodologies,
however, have to be tuned in to the experimental observations and the theoreti-
cal constrains of compressible turbulence. For example, one of the consequences
of compressibility effects is the finite speed of the propagation of information. In
supersonic flows, modulation of flow properties occurs only within Mach cones of
influence with acoustic time delay. This feature introduces additional scales that
may have to be included in the modeling of compressible flows.
It can also be observed from the turbulent equations that there will be ex-
changes between the turbulent kinetic energy and thermoenergy through rather
different routes than in incompressible flows. In compressible turbulent flows of
high fluctuating Mach numbers, eddy shocklets may begin to appear. Lumley in-
dicated (private communication) that once the eddy shocklets appear in any sig-
nificant numbers, a quite different approach, "... one which centers on entropy
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fluctuations, and which concentrates on the rather large changes that take place in
the shocklets..." is needed. Corresponding terms in the equations may need to be
identified and properly modeled. These unique features, among others, may have to
be considered explicitly in the development of new compressible turbulence models.
Compressible turbulence modeling is still in its infancy. This seems to be true
both theoretically and computationally. Therefore, it is prudent to have a open
mind in the pursuit of rational, accurate and physically sound models.
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